
Scarcity and Opportunity Cost (Introduction to A-Level Economics)  
 
Suggested answers 
 
The answers in this document are not exhaustive.  
 
Activity 1: 
 

1) The problem of scarcity applies to Mike in a number of different ways. The most 
obvious is the monetary scarcity element – we are told that Mike wants to buy a 
video game and a tennis racket. He has also yet to buy a judo kit which costs £30. At 
this present moment in time (with the given, finite resources that he has) Mike is 
unable to fulfil all of his monetary wants. 
 
There is also the issue of time. Mike has to give up another activity when travelling 
to judo with Amy as he needs to catch a bus first to her house. Furthermore, with 
exams approaching this is an additional constraint that Mike has to contend with – 
planning in revision whilst also maintaining his hobbies and we can assume other 
factors that we are not told.  
 

2) If Mike buys the game, he can’t afford the tennis racket and presumably the judo 
suit. Is there a possibility that Mike could enhance his scarce resource of financial 
capital if his parents supplemented his funds? Possibly so if it is for a personal 
development activity such as judo!  

3) I wonder what you put for this one?! Personally, I would have gone for the racket as I 
fall at the first hurdle at most computer games… 

4) The problem of opportunity cost applies as there is an alternative foregone when 
making a purchasing decision of any of the items that Mike wants. The same applies 
to time, too.  

 
Activity 2 
 
This activity is just looking for you to list some decisions that you made but most 
importantly, what did you give up and why? Was there a monetary cost involved? 
 
Activity 3 
 
Some of the choices facing government involve public spending decisions. Should money be 
prioritised to education or health care? What are the impacts of allocating more funds to 
one departmental area? These are questions that you will explore further in your A-level 
course.  
 
Scarcity applies to the government as they only have a limited amount of money in the form 
of tax receipts and borrowing in order to meet their spending requirements. However one 
might counter this point to some extent with the current situation we find ourselves in! 
 
 



 
Activity 4: 
 
The key here is to think about how all of the different factors of production are needed to 
make the goods in question.  
 
Let’s take the example of a car: 
 
Land – raw materials need to be extracted from the ground – e.g. iron ore, aluminium, 
magnesium and oil. These are all required before the secondary sector activity of producing 
the car even begins. The factory where the production takes place will be located in a given 
area and this too is the ‘land’ FOP.  
 
Capital – the transformation process. Production of steel to make the car’s body, pressing of 
the steel and subsequent moulding, use of robotics in assembly etc 
 
Labour – the physical element – the workers assembling the car in the body shop right the 
way through to painting. Engineers are also required for the maintenance of robotics etc 
The designers of the cars themselves  
 
Enterprise – this is looking at the risk takers- those who founded the car brands themselves. 
Without them we wouldn’t have Nissan or Ford etc. However, we should also consider the 
owners of car dealerships such as Vertu motors. Without them, the cars wouldn’t be bought 
by the end consumer.   
 


